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	Schroders Greencoat
Providing access to a board range of investment opportunities for institutional, intermediary and retail investors

	BlueOrchard
We are impact investment pioneers with an unprecedented 20+ year track record, a global reach of over 255 million people, and the largest commercial microfinance fund in the world.
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	About usAbout us
Schroders Capital – your partner for private assets, offering investors access to a broad range of private assets
Learn more
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	CapabilitiesCapabilities
Schroders Capital helps investors to seamlessly manage the integration of private assets into their investment portfolios. 
What we do
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Schroders Capital Leadership Team
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	Investment and Business development team
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	Sustainability and ImpactSustainability and Impact
Sustainability is at the heart of both Schroders Capital and the Schroders Group. With investment strategies spanning across asset classes and themes and the long-time horizon of private markets, we have the unique opportunity to accelerate positive change with the investments we make.
Learn more
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	News and InsightsNews and Insights
The latest thinking from our investment teams, research teams and leadership will bring insights on the markets and help you navigate the way ahead.
All Insights
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 Outlook 2024

Private assets are on the cusp of a new era driven by seismic global themes. But which private asset classes are best positioned to benefit?
Read more



Keynote interview with Tim Boole: An appealing alternative

As private wealth investors increasingly turn their attention towards private markets, technology and regulation must develop at the same pace, says Tim Boole, Head of Product Management Private Equity at Schroders Capital, in an article originally published by PEI magazine.
Read more



Meet our team

Local knowledge from our teams around the world informs our global investment platform – a network supported by a culture of long-termism and trust.
Meet the team



About us

Discover a world of investment opportunities across Real Estate, Infrastructure, Private Equity, and Private Debt & Credit Alternatives investments. Our global platform combines local expertise with scale, rigor, and resources of a global institutional platform, offering solutions for long-term performance
Explore more



Our Engagement Blueprint for private markets

Our new Engagement Blueprint for private markets sets out our approach to active ownership at Schroders Capital.
Learn more 
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Global reach. Local networks.


Data as per 31 December 2023


$ 94bn
assets under management

 
770+
 employees

 
400+
investment professionals

 
26
locations around the world

 











Building change

In the world of private markets, there are two kinds of investors: those who respond to change and those who lead it. 
At Schroders Capital we have a long track record of pioneering in the spaces where we operate – from Private Equity and Private Debt & Alternative Credit, to Infrastructure and Real Estate. Find out how we’re building change to create attractive long-term performance.



























Private debt and credit alternatives
Moxy hotel
Moxy hotel | United States of America
Opportunity to provide low leverage, 61% LTC financing, for the development of a Moxy hotel for an experienced developer/operator. 12 months after Covid, 20% of existing hotels in NY were expected to close and new local regulations restricted new supply. The hotel provided an attractive risk/return opportunity given the low leverage and SOFR + 1,350 bps coupon.

Disclaimer: The company shown is for illustrative purposes only and not a recommendation to buy or sell.

Learn more



	Date of loan
3 June, 2023

	Tenure of loan
3-year term with 2, 1-year extension options

	Loan type
Senior mezzanine loan


















Wealth solutions

Schroders Capital has been at the forefront of investment solutions for individual investors, with over 20 years’ experience working with private clients to provide access to private markets.













Our latest insights

View all insights
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Receive our thought leadership and insights

Subscribe to receive our thought leadership and stay ahead of the markets with Schroders Capital insights

Sign up
















Contact Schroders Capital
	Contact us 
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Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amounts originally invested. All investments involve risks including the risk of possible loss of principal.
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